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"At eighteen our convictions are hills from which we look; beyond forty-five they

become caves in which we hide." - F. Scott Fitzgerald

Friday, July 26, 2019

Printable Copy or  Audio Version

Morning Summary:  Traders are bracing for a massively heavy week of headlines!

Not only are we in the middle of Q2 earnings season, but we have top U.S. trade
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officials traveling to China to restart negotiations, the Fed hosting a two-day FOMC

meeting with most inside the trade looking for the first rate cut in over a decade,

along with the highly anticipated July monthly employment report schedule for

release later in the week. the Fed decision is considered the biggest ticket item of

the week. Look for Fed Chair Powell to deliver the rate decision on Wednesday

afternoon around 1:00pm. Most inside the trade are looking for a quarter to half-

point rate reduction. However, there's been a few more questions as of late about

the Fed's decision, as better than expected U.S. economic data has started

trickling across the wires. Despite the stock market pushing to record highs, bears

still want to argue that we are in the early stages of a corporate "earnings

recession," On the flip side, bulls continue to point towards strong consumer

confidence and better than expected GDP. The corporate earnings train this week

will include some big names: Beyond Meat will report today; Tuesday's big names

will include Apple, Amgen, Procter and Gamble, MasterCard, BP, ConocoPhillips,

Merck, Pfizer, Corning, Cummins, Bayer, Under Armour, Eli Lily, Electronic Arts,

Samsung, Gilead, and Xerox all report; Wednesday we hear from General Electric,

Occidental Petroleum, Baker Hughes, Qualcomm, Fiat Chrsyler, Credit Suisse, CME

Group, Airbus, Carlyle Group, AMC Networks, and Spotify; Thursday we are

scheduled to hear from General Motors, Archer Daniels Midland, Barclays, Kellogg,

Dunkin Brands, Etsy, GoPro, Yeti, Legg Mason, and U.S. Steel. Then on Friday,

we'll hear earnings from Exxon Mobil, Chevron, Honda Motor, Toyota Motors, CBOE

Holdings, and Cinemark. Friday is also the scheduled release of the July

employment report numbers. Don't forget, Democrats take the stage for their

second round of Presidential debates. From what I understand, the 20 qualifying

candidates have been split into two groups for this weeks debates in Detroit. Pete

Buttigieg and Senators Elizabeth Warren and Bernie Sanders are in Tuesday's

group, while former Vice President Joe Biden, Senator Kamala Harris and Julián

Castro are in Wednesday's lineup.

Most Crowded Stock Holdings: According to analysts at Bernstein, who

tracked institutional ownership, price momentum, earnings forecasts and

valuations, the market’s most crowded trades includes Mastercard, Microsoft,

Amazon, Abbott Laboratories and PayPal. (Source: The Wall Street Journal)  
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SoftBank's Launches Second Mega-Fund of $108 Billion:  First time

around, SoftBank's Vision Fund invested billions of dollars into a global

technology and telecommunication companies and delivered about 45% rate

of return to partners. Investments included Uber, Slack, The We Company

(formerly known as WeWork) as well as Indian e-commerce firm Flipkart. I'm

told, prominent corporations that are expected to participate in Vision Fund 2

include Apple, Microsoft, iPhone assembler Foxconn, and Standard Chartered

Bank, along with Japanese financial giants. It's worth mentioning, Microsoft

could be an intriguing addition based on a WSJ report indicating SoftBank

plans to encourage its roughly 75 companies to shift from Amazon's cloud

platform to Microsoft’s. Interestingly, Silicon Valley grumbled through the

first Vision Fund, arguing that it overcapitalized companies and persuaded

certain founders to chase market share without regard for underlying

fundamentals, so I suspect those complaints will get even louder. Read

more HERE.
 

Tech Sector Job Openings Slowing Down:  U.S. companies continue to

vigorously seek new workers, but growth in openings for some hard-core

digitalized jobs, which are projected to be among the most prominent work in

the future economy has sharply slowed, according to a new report. From

what I understand, the reported weakening in hiring may reflect the general

U.S. economic slowdown. But, amid a 50-year low in joblessness, it also

highlights the extraordinary volatility in the technology industry, the most

reliably vibrant part of the U.S. economy. I should mention, year-over-year

growth in postings for occupations like data scientist, software engineer, and

computer scientist plunged to 9% last quarter, from 30% the first quarter,

according to the latest Jobs of the Future index produced by Cognizant. Keep

in mind, the U.S. jobs boom has gone on for 105 consecutive months,

including a surge of 224,000 jobs in June, keeping the unemployment rate at

3.7% with wages up 3.1%, which is well above inflation. Meaning, every hot

sector has to pause and catch their breath some times. Read more HERE.
 

Drug Companies Testing for New Drugs With Your DNA:  Genetic test-
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kit company 23andMe Inc. has for years used saliva to tell millions of

consumers how closely related they are to ancient civilizations or whether

they are likely to develop diseases like diabetes or Alzheimer’s. Now, it’s

fulfilling a bigger ambition, drug development. Interestingly, for the past

year, 23andMe has been sharing its huge trove of genetic data with drug

giant GlaxoSmithKline, which took a $300 million stake last summer. From

what I understand, that collaboration has so far produced six potential drug

targets and the companies expect to start human trials on at least one

candidate drug next year. Now, there are ethical questions being raised

about using people’s genetic data to create profitable drugs. Keep in mind,

your information is especially valuable to drugmakers because the majority of

23andMe’s customers also choose to answer questionnaires on their health,

which provides clues on the interplay between genetics and particular

ailments, creating potentially fruitful avenues for drug discovery. If I know

my saliva can help prevent someone's future pain and suffering, I'm all in!

Read more from the WSJ HERE.
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Corn traders continue to heavily debate U.S. new-crop production. It feels like the

majority of analyst inside the trade have an average U.S. corn yield estimate of

between 156 and 166 bushels per acre. I suspect, planted and harvested acres will

remain a very large wild-card for several more weeks. Keep in mind, the USDA is

scheduled to release their updated and revised acreage estimates in the August

12th report, so there could be a lot of jockeying and repositioning ahead of those

numbers. The following week, August 19th thru 22nd, we have the highly

anticipated Pro Farmer Crop Tour . The trade seems extremely eager to see and

digest commentary from out in the field, meaning this years survey results could

be extremely influential inside the market. More nearby, traders continue

monitoring U.S. weather forecasts which have been a bit more cooperative. I'm

looking for U.S. weekly corn conditions to remain "unchanged" at 57% of the crop

rated "Good-to-Excellent" vs. 72% rated GD/EX last year at this time. Bulls

continue to talk about the massive number of late-planted corn acres and the fear

associated with an early-frost. Technically, the $4.20 area in the DEC19 contract

still remains a major point of support on the chart. As a spec, I remain a longer-

term bull and will be looking to add to my current position on a break sub-$4.20,

risking to a close sub-$4.00. As a producer, I want to remain patient letting more

time tick off the clock before making any additional new-crop cash sales.   
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Soybean  traders will be closely monitoring this weeks renewed U.S. and Chinese

trade negotiations. There's some talk inside the trade that comments from

President Trump over the weekend have ruffled a few more feathers inside the

Chinese government. We just have to see how things play out. Technically, I still

see the $8.75 to $8.90 area in the NOV19 contract being the next major

battleground location. As a spec, I remain on the sideline wanting to closely

monitor how the market trades. I continue to think there's a bullish story brewing,

believing that perhaps it doesn't come to fruition until Q4 2019 or perhaps Q1
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2020. The USDA will update weekly crop-conditions this afternoon. Last week the

USDA estimated that 54% of the crop is rated "Good-to-Excellent" vs. 70% rated

GD/EX last year. Wanting to stay patient...
 

Wheat  price continue to chop around in a mostly sideways pattern. Last week's

spring wheat crop tour estimated the HRS wheat yield at 43.1 bushels per acre vs.

5-year average of 44.7 bushels per acre. Bulls continue to talk about production

hiccups in parts of the European Union and areas inside Russia. Bears are talking
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about record production perhaps being grown in Argentina. Bottom-line, very little

has changed in the past few sessions. I still see the corn market needing to rally in

order to give wheat bulls some room to run.  As a spec and a producer, I'm staying

patient and looking for brighter days further out on the horizon. 
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> Lerner Predicting Normal Frost Dates for Northcentral US: Drew Lerner of

World Weather inc, tweeted, “An extended growing season is unlikely in Canada

Prairies and the north-central United States, meaning normal frost dates within a

week or two is far more likely than clear sailing into October. Early frosts cannot

be ruled out, but we are not seeing anything in August – at least not now.”

Something to definitely keep an eye on as we move forward. 
 

> European Drought Triggers Water Emergencies: Temperatures hit record

highs again in Europe last week, worsening a years-long drought that has

triggered a rare water emergency across the continent parching crops, sapping

rivers and forcing governments from Spain to the Netherlands to enact

conservation measures. From what I understand, farmers in France have been

ordered to stop harvest as the heat has prompted multiple fires in the field from

equipment being used, and two nuclear energy plants in the country have been

shut down as the river water used to cool the reactors is to warm. Read more 

HERE.
 

> Apple Spends $1 Billion for 5G Modem Business: Apple just announced that

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab89b6f738b17d7b2c9cefd871bfb5ad28d7fa823c71c0ce239378ea179e8b1190f19c51368f8cdc20e72060ecc46acda18b
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it has acquired most of Intel's smartphone modem business for $1 billion. I should

mention, the move is very Apple-like as Tim Cook prefers to control its own fate

whenever possible by integrating its own hardware and software to create an

optimum user experience. Keep in mind, the announcement comes just a few

months after Apple settled a year-long, multi-nation legal battle with Qualcomm,

Intel's main competitor, which has been supplying modems for Apple devices.

Apple had accused Qualcomm of charging excessive fees for patent royalties and

refusing to sell chips to companies that declined to license the patents. I'm told

the acquisition is subject to regulatory approval and expected to close in the fourth

quarter of 2019. Read more HERE.

> Elon Musk's Boring Co. Raises $120 Million From Outside Investors: 

Elon Musk’s Boring Company is working on several electric transportation projects,

and only the Las Vegas Convention Center Loop is funded. Now, the company has

raised $120 million from its first outside investors including Future Ventures, which

has backed other Musk ventures like Tesla and SpaceX. It's worth

mentioning, these are promising developments for Musk's tunnel company, which

has faced some recent challenges with scheduled projects, including lawsuits and

safety demands. I suspect that to be expected for a company that's disrupting the

space. I'm told the latest round of funding puts Musk's transportation startup at a

valuation of $920 million. Read more HERE. 
 

> How Foot Locker Plans to Survive Post-Mall America: Foot Locker is giving

it their best shot to stay relevant in the fast-moving and digitally focused world of

sneaker culture. Attempting to keep their 3,000 retail locations in business, the

company has been making a steady stream of strategic investments in the

industry and is now launching a sneaker-focused design incubator that the

company has been secretly building for the past few months. This is a great story

of recreating a culture or brand in order to survive in the new landscape

surrounding the sneaker world. It's worth mentioning, earlier this year, Foot

Locker announced a $100 million strategic investment in the sneaker resale

marketplace GOAT and the shoe retailer Flight Club. They have also spent nearly

$30 million more to  diversify its revenue stream while keeping its finger on the

pulse of diverse and remote parts of the activewear and sneaker industries... in

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab89ba51c1cb1f434c8876e134b5d6c266b76954537efc189bd3e72317deb75642220e33924bde78d895ae8b6f7290798f80
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other words, they've positioned themselves to survive the next business cycle!

Read more HERE.
 

> Big Desert Dreams:  Fresh details have emerged about Saudi Arabia's wildly

ambitious plan to build a $500 billion mega-city in the middle of the desert,

officially known as the Neom project. I'm told, plans have been drawn up to

furnish the city, which Saudi Arabia wants to be the size of Massachusetts with a

variety of futuristic, and in some cases, downright weird sounding technologies.

From what I understand, plans were created by three of the world's biggest

consultancy firms, McKinsey & Co, Boston Consulting, and Oliver Wyman, all of

whom have been employed to help plan the creation of Crown Prince Mohammed

Bin Salman's vision for the city. I should mention, among the ideas presented in

the consultants' reports are artificial clouds to create rain in the desert, robotic

maids to do housework, and a beach featuring glow-in-the-dark sand. Now that's

forward-thinking... read more HERE.
 

> Older Couples Find Living Apart Keeps Them Together:  "Gray divorce," is

on the rise as the separation rate for those over 55 is doubling, but that doesn't

mean seniors want to be alone. Calling it a "new frontier in partnered

relationships," Susan Brown, a sociologist and co-director of the National Center

for Family and Marriage Research at Bowling Green State University, in Ohio,

found that nearly one-third of those 50-65 years old were in a committed longterm

relationship... but not living together. Interestingly, this group, wants committed

relationships without all the commitment. From what I understand, the premise is

not to entangle all the finances or relationships with adult kids. It's interesting

when you think about how the view of marriage, divorce and relationships in

general have changed in the last fifty years. Read more HERE.

> Millennial Mindset on Philanthropy:  Research over the last decade shows

that this generation, which now represents the largest group of adults, wants to

help humanity and save the planet in ways that are far different from those

inspired during the age of dial-up internet or rotary landlines. I'm told, results

from The Case Foundation's research found three main factors affecting how

millennials’ behavior differs from previous generations: they identify more directly

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab891dbb44aa4e3426100cc229018e8c1a69f81e5aba41208dd427b41fb8473ba374e9f5db638a231cdab8c75e5e699a0e3a
http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab89ab68ad32d7ef0eb0253479a2633c3631f7452974df29a4156006de7c87671c73f417370ca806817483cedca1d0c89763
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with issues than the entrenched institutions, they believe a bunch of small and

even virtual acts can add up to larger social shifts, and finally, they don't believe in

publicly volunteering or donating until the specific cause group earns their

affiliation and respect. Read more  HERE on the shift in social change.
 

> Animation of 30 Years of California Earthquakes:  Animation seems to

leave more of an impression than a simple picture, so I thought I'd share the one

below to give you an idea of the seismic activity that has taken place over the last

30 years in California. From what I understand, the recent activity in the state is

blowing up the internet wondering if this is the precursor to something bigger.

Scientists can't answer that for sure, but they used clever algorithms to go back

through the modern seismic record of Southern California to pick out earthquakes

that seismometers may have missed like temblors that slipped through and

eventually found more than 1.81 million previously undetected quakes that took

place from 2008 to 2017. Watch the cool short video  HERE.
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Southern Idaho - We're going to raise an average crop in grains. Which from

hearing all the horror stories out there, you won't hear a complaint out of me. As

of late, we've been cooler and a little wet, so our biggest concern is the short

growing season in this area. Next week we should wrap up barley harvest, after

that, the combine will set while the wheat finishes. If you're not familiar with

Idaho sitting and waiting for the wheat to finish is very unusually. Cooler weather

has slowed the turning process. We're not fans of waiting!

Southern Illinois – We had a great yield on our wheat, which was close to 100

bushels per acre. Most of the corn and soybeans got planted down here after a

fairly lengthy battle. The thing we're seeing is much of the corn is very uneven

within the same fields and area. We have corn that is finished with pollination

and other that's about shoulder high. I’m a little concerned with the later planted

corn we will see spotty pollination. The early planted stuffed all pollinated well

enough. 

Northern Minnesota – We haven't battled the weather much this year. All the

corn, wheat, and soybeans got in about normal time for us. I'd say we're within a

few weeks of harvest. We're spending the next couple weeks cleaning out the

bins to make run for what looks like a massive wheat crop. The heads look about

twice the size as normal. The corn is lush green and should ride out the balance

of the year with what rain we've received as long as August isn’t too hot. The

only thing we're seeing is the beans are a little off and still pretty short. We've

made really good yields with short beans though!
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TODAY'S RIDDLE: How is seven different from the rest of the numbers

between one and ten?

 

 

Pipeline Food's Farm Profit Program... a Great Partner in Organics

Pipeline Foods, the first U.S.-based supply chain solutions company focused

exclusively on non-GMO, organic, and regenerative food and feed, created "Farm

Profit" to assist producers in overcoming the barriers to adoption of organic

practices. Producers most often cite a lack of technical expertise, high upfront

costs, uncertain returns, and the three-year transition period required to achieve

organic certification, as reasons for not adopting.
 

Americans spent over $50 billion on organic products this past year, with organic

food sales totaling more than 5% of total retail food sales. Average annual growth
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rates are in the double-digits and most believe the organic industry is here to stay.

It's worth mentioning the number of certified organic farms and businesses also

grew +13% last year as study after study shows that organic farms are more

profitable than the average farm by as much as +35% or more. While it sounds

good on paper, transitioning to organic is hard work and takes careful planning, a

good team, and the willingness to learn a new system. 
 

Farm Profit was rolled out last year and is based on assurances to the grower that

your crops will be purchased, one of the biggest uncertainties for those

transitioning. From what I understand, the program starts when a grower enrolls a

set number of acres into a 10-year master agreement, where Pipeline commits to

purchasing the organic crops grown. Also, you can expect the Farm Profit staff to

sit down with you each winter to discuss specific planting schedules and market

opportunities for the new season as well as set purchase prices for the year

ahead. 
 

Driving adoption, according to those enrolled in the program, is the partnership,

which provides important structure for funding an initial land transition from

conventional to organic agriculture. I should mention, for those already in

this space and looking for ways to scale up, Farm Profit is there to assist with

funding as well, since most conventional lenders aren't stepping up to the plate

without knowing crop sales are locked in. Bottom line, Farm Profit is helping

producers avoid some of the complications and pitfalls associated with the

transition to organic farming. I definitely suggest talking with the folks at Pipeline

if you are kicking around the idea of diversifying into organics or wanting to

expand your current organics operation. You can learn more on all the services

provided to organic growers at Pipeline's website HERE. (Source:

conservationfinance, Pipelinefoods)
 

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab89385f990980ebc1f07acf31e48e7bb7bb78ee2437f38da298e27c42b900371b213e452f4bde69648607792036078d2db9
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What About an Investment in Uranium?

Uranium markets have finally started to rebalance following a period of over-

supply, which occurred after the 2011 disaster at the Fukushima power plant in

Japan. Nuclear growth slowed following Fukushima, as countries were reassessing
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their goals and positions surrounding their energy pursuits. Production of Uranium,

unfortunately, didn't follow suit and or slow down until the market would force its

hand. 
 

Incentivized by the previous period of higher uranium prices, which soared into

the +$60 range per pound prior to the disaster, producers kept cranking it out

until the markets started inflicted deep pain on companies that didn't heed the

warnings. Unfortunately, it took prices falling to around $20 per pound to put 95%

of global producers underwater. It's worth mentioning, many smaller companies

are no longer in business as they tried to outproduce the low numbers, which is

tricky business if you can't take advantage of technology to scale. Similar to what

we are seeing happen to small farming operations here in the U.S. Finally, in the

last couple of years, two of the world's biggest players including the nation

of Kazakhstan, the world’s largest uranium producing country, and Cameco Corp,

Canada’s largest uranium producer, announced they were cutting back or

suspending production at several facilities. I'm told at this point, 25%-35% of

production has been taken off-line with more production cuts expected.
 

Investors may now have a play in the sector, which has suffered massively from a

supply glut. Keep in mind, up until 2011, Japan was generating +30% of its

electricity from nuclear reactors and that was expected to increase to at least 40%

by 2017. Now, Japan is simply trying to get back to at least 20% by 2030 with

seventeen more plants still waiting to come back online. China as well is expected

to begin an aggressive construction campaign by 2020. France seems to be

holding steady with its levels of nuclear production. Long-term uranium

procurement contracts are also stating to expire, which could bring about

some additional investor interest in the space. 
 

President Trump recently delivered the market a little more bullish sentiment as

well, when he said imports of uranium weren't a threat to national security and

declined to impose tariffs on foreign shipments. I should mention, this was all in

response to the January 2018 filing of a petition. From what I understand, US

uranium companies, "Energy Fuels Inc" and "Ur-Energy" submitted the petition

saying the loss of a viable US uranium mining industry would have a significant
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detrimental impact on the country's national, energy, and economic security. What

matters is that the petition created uncertainty in the markets by keeping many

buyers out and on the sideline, including utilities around the world at a time when

a new contracting cycle was brewing. 
 

Bears have a story to tell as well in the Uranium market. Growth in total nuclear

demand will be fairly slow, meaning supply-side shortages and major squeezes will

probably be fairly limited. 
 

Bottom-line, uranium prices have been subdued for almost a decade now and

could provide a longer-term play. If you're looking to do a deep dive on

a particular stock or company, check out Cameco Corp (CCJ), NexGen Energy

(NXE), Azarga (AZZUF), Uranium Participation Corp (URPTF) and Energy Fuels

(UUUU). A couple of ETF's with exposure to Uranium are URA and NLR. (Source:

Seeking Alpha, Barrons, FinancialTimes)
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MUST SEE VIDEO: Grinding It Goes A Long Way! 

Over the years, I'm sure we've all encountered our fair share of successes and

failures. I've personally had many of both along my journey getting to where I am

today. I’ve come to learn that it’s not about short-term overnight successes or

sudden spurts of excellence, but rather the long sustained periods of repeatable

habits and the consistent day in and day out "grind" that really sets people apart. 
 

Grinding it out is not about being better than someone else, but rather pushing

and challenging yourself. Many of the greatest in sports and business say it's about

being more disciplined, staying focused, etc... Each month thousands and

thousands of people search “how to be great,” or “how to be the best.” It's almost

like people are searching for a simple answer, formula, or recipe that will help

them find that shortcut to success. From my perspective, it's that thought in and

of itself, that looking for a "shortcut" or "formula" that's holding most people back.

I learned by doing and by pushing myself to be the best I can be. All of my friends
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who have won World Series Championships, Super Bowls, or PGA events all say

the same thing. We never read "self-help" magazines or looked for shortcuts to

cover up our weaknesses. We all knew that weakness would ultimately be

exposed. Instead, we elected to grind it out! We chose to pay our dues and try to

outwork our competition. 
 

Getting outside our comfort-zone was critical. We had to push ourselves beyond

what we believed were our limits! James Lawrence, the Iron Cowboy, spoke at our

winter conference in Kansas City. For those who don't know, James Lawrance

completed 50 Iron Man competitions in 50 days in 50 different states. Remember,

a single Iron Man event consists of swimming 2.4 miles, then getting out of the

water and biking 112 miles, then changing shoes and running an entire marathon

of 26.2 miles. Many people have actually died competing in a single Iron

Man competition. It generally takes days off even the best to recover. Lawrence

did 50 of these in 50 consecutive days in 50 different states. It's one of the most

amazing stories of perseverance and grinding that I've ever heard in my life. In

fact, I've watched his presentation many times since he delivered the speech

several months ago to my friends and followers. I should mention, James had just

given the speech two days earlier to the Minnesota Vikings. 
 

Lawrence provides many incredible life lessons about his journey, but for me, the

one important takeaway is that we have to slow things down in our minds and

focus on the "gains" and not the "gap". In the case of James Lawrence, the "gap"

was getting up each morning and having to complete an Iron Man competition

when his body was shutting down and he was completely exhausted. Instead, he

forced himself to focus on the smallest "gain" possible... which was simply taking a

single step towards the finish line. Those single steps added together allowed him

to overcome the gap. Too often in life, we're focused on the wrong thing! I rarely

include my speaker's presentations, but in this case, I believe James Lawrence and

his amazing message can help change lives. If you are wanting to learn a lot

more, you can purchase his book titled "Redefine Impossible."   
 

Take the time regardless and watch the video I'm sharing with you today. Then

take the time and gather your family and watch it again, and again, and again! It's

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab89b99ab4955f66664d62a1ebe2215cc10d02ac8008d91b3991136d7274a64273756534f22d17850ac762abce39bd887688
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truly one of the most inspirational and amazing stories I've had the privilege to

hear. It's worth the time! Click HERE!
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ANSWER to riddle: Seven has two syllables and the other numbers only have

one syllable.
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Sponsored by AgSwag

Tired of battling poor customer service, poor quality and lack of premium selection in the swag space?

AgSwag now offers our members the latest fashions and trends from brands such as: Branded Bills,

Carhartt, Champion, Cutter & Buck, Drake, Fairway and Greene, Filson, Ice Shaker, Marmot, New Era,

Nike, North Face, Pacific Headwear, Under Armour, Yeti… and more

Swag should NOT be considered a “cost” or an expense for business owners. When used properly in a

well thought out campaign “corporate swag” can dramatically reduce the cost of new customer acquisition,

client churn and retention, expedited development of brand ambassadors, etc. The Van Trump family

http://click.vantrumpreport-email.com/?qs=78a301e4e8b5ab89888118f82daba962ca79c484a00cbcc8666d9d75e7375b6b3403e051f19ef3072c525da6b0da83d356ddf42f171c5a30
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believes their AgSwag business can deliver on those promises.

AgSwag is not trying to be the lowest cost supplier. We are trying to partner with “best-of-practice” and

like-minded businesses to bring a better “return-on-investment” by designing and helping to implement a

well thought out corporate swag strategy and campaign. There are hundreds of online companies that

offer quick ways to throw a corporate logo on a cheap hat or t-shirt. AgSwag offers the best in selection,

design, implementation, and service! Click HERE to learn more!

Call to order your AgSwag today @ 816-221-SWAG!
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-- 
Respectfully,

Jordan Van Trump

-“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act, but a habit” – Aristotle


